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Install WordPress and go beyond blogging WordPress is so flexible that developers are now tapping it to
create robust applications for content, contact, and e-mail management. Whether you're a casual blogger or
programming pro, this comprehensive guide covers WordPress from the basics through advanced application
development. Learn how to use custom plugins and themes, retrieve data, maintain security, use social
media, and modify your blog without changing any core code. You'll even get to know the ecosystem of
products that surrounds this popular, open-source tool.* Enhance your blog's findability in the search engines
and beyond* Discover hooks and leverage the WordPress event-driven programming interface* Create
WordPress widgets in only a few minutes* Explore alternate uses of WordPress* Enhance your blog with
WordPress MU* Ensure your plugins maintain future compatibility* Create highly customizable and
dynamic themes using template tags* Learn best security practices as a user and developer Companion Web
Site Visit www.wiley.com/go/wordpressbible for all of the author's example files from the book. Install,
secure, and maintain WordPress Extend WordPress with plugins and themes Enhance your blog with
WordPress MU Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook
file.
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From reader reviews:

Joshua Ricker:

Do you have favorite book? In case you have, what is your favorite's book? Guide is very important thing for
us to know everything in the world. Each publication has different aim as well as goal; it means that reserve
has different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their time to read a book. They are reading whatever
they acquire because their hobby is usually reading a book. Why not the person who don't like examining a
book? Sometime, man feel need book whenever they found difficult problem or even exercise. Well,
probably you will require this WordPress Bible.

Kimi Frantz:

What do you consider book? It is just for students as they are still students or this for all people in the world,
the particular best subject for that? Only you can be answered for that question above. Every person has
several personality and hobby per other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that they don't desire
do that. You must know how great in addition to important the book WordPress Bible. All type of book
would you see on many options. You can look for the internet solutions or other social media.

Frank Lantz:

What do you in relation to book? It is not important with you? Or just adding material if you want something
to explain what the ones you have problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy particular person?
If you don't have spare time to try and do others business, it is make you feel bored faster. And you have
extra time? What did you do? Every individual has many questions above. They have to answer that question
mainly because just their can do which. It said that about reserve. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is
proper. Because start from on kindergarten until university need that WordPress Bible to read.

Virginia White:

Why? Because this WordPress Bible is an unordinary book that the inside of the guide waiting for you to
snap that but latter it will jolt you with the secret that inside. Reading this book alongside it was fantastic
author who else write the book in such incredible way makes the content inside easier to understand,
entertaining method but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you because of not hesitating
having this anymore or you going to regret it. This phenomenal book will give you a lot of gains than the
other book have got such as help improving your proficiency and your critical thinking method. So , still
want to hold up having that book? If I ended up you I will go to the book store hurriedly.
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